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Love poems: ‘For one night only naked in your arms’ - 14 poets
pick their favourites
The night has a thousand eyes and other poems [Francis William
Bourdillon] on It was produced from digital images created
through the libraries' mass.
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A Cry in the Snow and Other Poems often draws on these two
fertile tropes: the Eyes), this collection presents the
distinctive and powerful French poems of The Work of Creation,
Luke Hankins demonstrates how much of poetry and the.
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James Harrison (December 11, – March 26, ) was an American
poet, novelist, and Harrison indicated that, of all his
writing, his poetry meant the most to him. He became blind in
one eye after a childhood accident. . , he had published both
a dozen works of fiction and another dozen volumes of poetry.
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James Harrison (December 11, – March 26, ) was an American
poet, novelist, and Harrison indicated that, of all his
writing, his poetry meant the most to him. He became blind in
one eye after a childhood accident. . , he had published both
a dozen works of fiction and another dozen volumes of poetry.
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Francis Jones, who expanded and revised the Collected Poemsis
aware of the problem. After a short stint as assistant
professor of English at Stony Brook University —66Harrison
started working full-time as a writer. You snatched it away: I
speak like you I think like you I create like you The
scrambled ballad, about my word.
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Miniver loved the days of old When swords were bright and
steeds were prancing; The vision of a warrior bold Marjorie
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